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Copper
Modern Indian cuisine in a historic setting.
Restaurant

View:

Summary

Ratings & Reviews

Details

311 East Blvd
Charlotte, NC 28203

From the Editors

Glowing
warmth,
inviting
comfort and
Phone: 704-333-0063
an exotic
sheen
define all
things
copper-- the
metal, the color and definitely the restaurant. Every Charlottean has an affinity
for this historic home near South End where Carson McCullers began work on
The Heart is a Lonely Hunter. Even though the location has rendered the kiss
of death to every restaurant that's attempted to make this spot home. Perhaps
this time Copper has broken the spell with its incongruous marriage of
Southern heritage on the outside and modern Indian cuisine on the inside.
4.60 Miles Away

Internet Explorer cannot d

Most likely causes:
 You are not connected to t
 The website is encounterin
 There might be a typing er
What you can try:

Check your Internet connect
Rich reds dominate the appropriately outfitted rooms named The Polo Room
and The Turban Room while the bar glimmers temptingly with jewel-toned
connected.
squares of color. Owner Pannu Singh's menu divides dishes into the traditional (delivering the expected tandoori and
curry dishes), the modern (with unexpected with twists on lamb and seafood dishes), and the gourmands (which takes
diners into the realm of the truly dazzling in Indian cuisine). Every dish is lovingly presented with a flourish on a stark
white china background. Don't forget the naan--this traditional Indian bread ensures you'll get every last drop. -- Lesa
Kastanas

Ratings & User Reviews
Members (6):
Copper Restaurant 12/22/2006
We thought Copper was excellent. It has a good blend of traditional Indian cuisine and new age fusion
cuisine. The daal we found a little disappointing, but overall it was...

Exquisite Cuisine 09/06/2006
Should you want to experience Indian Cuisine in a modern element Copper is a fantastic choice. I frequent
the restaurant because the staff is from India; the ambience (music,...

Great food but... 08/31/2006
I have been here many times since it opened and the food is always amazing. Yes, you do need
reservations every time you come but I don't think that is a shortcoming of the r...
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Hours
 Lunch: Mon.- Fri. 11:30AM-2:30PM. Dinner: Mon.-Thu. 5-10:30PM
 Fri.- Sat. 5-10:30PM
Restaurant
Indian
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